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Currently the deep study of unit joint offense, as a complicate criminal pattern, 
is scarce in the field of theory. In judicial practice, there exist so many different 
opinions on the conviction and the penalty to it. In order to understand and grasp 
the unit joint offense properly, this article mainly focuses on the relation between 
unit crime and joint crime, the subject qualification, the characteristic, the criminal 
responsibility and the detailed identification of the unit joint offense on the basis of 
combination of the theory and the practice. There are five parts altogether: 
Part one is mostly concerned about the relation between unit crime and joint 
crime. After analyzing the relations between unit crime and joint crime, between 
unit joint offense and joint unit crime, and whether the crime involved unit belongs 
to joint crime, the conclusion is made that unit crime itself doesn’t belong to joint 
crime, that the unit and the directly responsible personnel can’t be the subject of 
joint crime, but that the inner natural persons of the unit can be the subject of joint 
crime on the premise of that the unit commits crime on purpose. So the term of unit 
joint offense should be accepted while the proposition of joint unit crime should be 
abandoned, and unit crime should be excluded from unit joint offense. 
Part two is mostly concerned about the definition and the characteristic of unit 
joint offense. Unit joint offense means the offense committed by units of two or 
more or by one or more units and natural person on collective purpose. Under 
certain circumstances, the unit and the inner member, the unit and the upper person 
in charge, the unit and the deputy can be the subject of the unit joint offense when 
the private enterprise is involved in the joint crime. 
Part three is mostly concerned about the forms of the unit joint offense. There 
are two basic forms, one of which is called pure unit joint offense between units, the 
other of which is called impure unit joint offense between unit and natural person. 
Under certain circumstances, the unit and the subordinate unit, including the branch, 














the specialized bank and insurance company. Parent company and subsidiary 
company, unit and the inner natural person in his own name, the natural person in 
his own name and the name of member of the unit involving the unit joint offense 
can be the subject of the unit joint offense. 
Part four is mostly concerned about the criminal responsibility. The topic 
relates to the definition and distinction of principal offender, accessory, abettor and 
coerced offender, the identification of the criminal between the units or between the 
unit and the natural person if they commit joint crime, and the identification of the 
criminal responsibility between the directly responsible personnel in unit joint 
offense. Seven factors should be paid attention to in the identification of the 
principal offender and accessory offender in unit joint offense. It is deduced that 
there are six forms of principle-subordinate relation of several directly responsible 
personnel in the unit joint offense. The cases are analyzed in detail in which the 
offenses by the natural person abet by unit or by the unit abet by the natural person 
are determined unit joint offense. The identification principle and the allotment 
method of the criminal responsibility between the pure unit joint offense and the 
impure unit joint offense are put forward. 
Part five is mostly concerned about the detailed identification of the unit joint 
offense. Some complicated problems in judicial practice are on deep analysis, such 
as the allegation of different charges when the offense of the same quality is 
committed by the unit and natural person, the qualitative definition of unit joint 
offense by both the common unit and the special unit, the identification of amount 
involved in unit joint offense, and the application of criminal fine. Finally, advice of 
the author is put forward. 
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引   言  1
 























                                                        
① 在我国,目前刑法已使用“单位犯罪”这个概念.本文使用“单位犯罪”这个概念,同时在评价国外和我
国这方面研究时,仍然使用“法人犯罪”这个概念,笔者相信本文这样安排,不会产生歧义。 






























第一章   单位共同犯罪与共同犯罪  3
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